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Introduction
There are probably lots of ways to this. Having had some recent (10/2015) conversations w/the fine folks at Natural Resources Canada, the idea of using
the Horton stream order looks pretty interesting. If you have other ideas for ways to resolve this from fairly limited attribution (like from/to connectivity, or
other geometric info), please make a section!
So, consider an example like that shown in the following image as what we're trying to identify:

Here are some examples of different kinds of ordering, pointed out by Denis Boutin (NRCAN) in the GRASS documentation:

Note that most of these schemes are built a non-divergent model of flow direction downslope. While this is fine for DEM-derived networks, it might require
that the network be pre-processed (pruned, generally cleaned up) to enforce this assumption prior to applying the selected ordering scheme (from which
we extract the "main stem").

Hack Ordering
The algorithm walks upstream from outlet segment, selecting to travel up the tributary with the longest accumulated flowlength. This is repeated until a
headwater segment is reached.
(from the GRASS

documentation on stream ordering)

"the main stream of every subcatchment is the longest stream or stream with highest accumulation rate."
In most cases, the main stream is the longest watercourse of the catchment, but in some cases, when a catchment consists of both rounded and
elongated subcatchments these rules may not be maintained. The algorithm assigns 1 to every outlet stream and goes upstream according to the
maximum flow accumulation of every branch. When it reaches an initial stream, it steps back to the first unassigned confluence. It assigns order 2 to
unordered tributaries and again goes upstream to the next initial stream. The process repeats until all branches of all outlets are ordered.

Horton Ordering
This requires first calculating Strahler ordering and then making a second pass, wherein the algorithm walks upstream from outlet segment, selecting to
travel up to the tributary with the highest stream order. In the case of a tie in the Strahler order of the tributaries, the tributary with the longest accumulated
flowlength is selected (as in Hack ordering). The process repeats until all branches of all outlets are ordered.

Scheidegger, 1968, Horton's law of stream order numbers and a temperature-analog in river nets. Water Resources Research, v. 4 issue 1,
February 1968.

Pfaffstetter Ordering
Kristine Verdin (USGS) is longtime champion of this kind of scheme. Probably would be a smart plan to talk w/her about applying this method.

Quick overview presentation
(external) K. Verdin, J. Verdin, A topological system for delineation and codification of the Earth's river basins, J. Hydrol., 218 (1–2) (1999), pp. 1–
12
(local) K. Verdin, J. Verdin, A topological system for delineation and codification of the Earth's river basins, J. Hydrol., 218 (1–2) (1999), pp. 1–12

Software Resources
GRASS GIS code base (SVN, w/text doc landing page)

